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Laura Anderson
Maynooth University

Dr Laura Anderson is currently an Irish Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow at
Maynooth University, where her interdisciplinary project, “Disruptive Soundscapes:

Music and Sound Design in French Post-War Cinema” offers a new view of avant-
garde post-war French film sound design by examining its relationship with wider

cultural developments.

Dr Laura Anderson

So far…
Laura undertook undergraduate studies at Trinity College Dublin, where she studied
Music and French as part of the Two Subject Moderatorship (TSM) Programme,

before pursuing a taught masters at Royal Holloway.

Laura secured AHRC funding for her PhD studies, but pointed out that it did not

include a maintenance grant; as a result, Laura worked alongside her PhD as an
editorial assistant for the Journal of Thrombosis and Haemostasis. Following her

PhD work, she joined a collaborative postdoctoral team the University of Leeds and
is currently an IRC-funded postdoctoral fellow at Maynooth University.
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Michael Lee
Trinity College Dublin

Dr Michael Lee is an adjunct teaching fellow in the music department of Trinity
College Dublin, in addition to a number of connections to music journalism and
broadcasting. His teaching activities often relate to Music Journalism and Public
Musicology, and song in late 17th-century opera. Michael has also previously held
the role of the SMI’s student representative.

Dr Michael Lee

So far…
Michael read his undergraduate and masters degrees in English Literature, in his
native New Zealand. His masters thesis investigated the role of The Boy Companies
in Jacobean London. Following a move to the UK and Ireland, Michael was a
librarian for several years in both London and Dublin, and was engaged by RTÉ lyric
fm as a freelance presenter. His activities as a singer with Opera Ireland and his
teaching at UCD inspired a PhD application to Queen’s University Belfast, on the
topic of literary adaptation and operatic performance in the late-17th century. In
addition to teaching at QUB, Michael is now an adjunct teaching fellow at Trinity
College Dublin.
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Helen Lawlor
Dundalk Institute of Technology

Dr Helen Lawlor is a musician and academic, specialising in Irish harping. She
lectures in music at the Dundalk Institute of Technology, where her current research
explores the presentation of the Irish harp through contemporary printed sources,
and the social and cultural influences on harp styles.

Dr Helen Lawlor

So far…
Helen studied her BMusEd between Trinity College Dublin and DIT, after which, she
was a secondary-school teacher. She took her taught Masters in Musicology at UCD,
while still teaching part time. Helen commenced her PhD studies at UCD and was
awarded an Ad Astra Research Scholarship for the project. During her second year, a
position was advertised at DkiT, where she is now based. Her current role mainly
focuses on postgraduate supervision and she is currently acting Head of
Department.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Aidan Thomson
NUI Galway

Dr Aidan Thomson is Senior Lecturer and Head of Department of the newly opened

music department at NUI Galway. Aidan’s research interests have centred on early

20th-Century British music and society, including, among others, the music of Elgar,

Bax, Vaughan Williams, and Smyth. Aidan is also a former SMI council member and

honorary secretary.

Dr Aidan Thomson

So far…
Aidan studied his undergraduate degree at Oxford University and his masters at

King’s College London. He returned to Oxford to undertake his doctoral research on

Elgar with Professor Peter Franklin. The work focused on an interpretive and

hermeneutic study, while adopting elements of reception history. During the

doctorate, Aidan delivered seminar teaching on a number of first-year courses and

tutorial teaching on 19th- and 20th-century topics.

After his doctoral studies, Aidan took up a teaching fellowship at the University of

Leeds for one year and subsequently applied for a position at Queen’s University

Belfast. He is now Head of Department at NUI Galway, where he has launched the

university’s first music degree pathway.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Work vs Research

How do we balance research 
with the responsibilities of an 

academic position?

• HL: There is no research allocation in an Institute of Technology; however, there
is an end of teaching activities on 1st June, where there is a good amount of time
off to work on personal research. There is 18 hours of teaching a week, in
addition to 1 hour of time for each postgraduate supervisee. The ability to work
one-to-one with postgraduates helps to keep a research focus, even if it isn’t
your own, as one person’s research informs another. While there is a difference
on paper between an IT and a university, the reality of that is not always what is
happening. It is important to be aware of the need to be very focused on what
work you are doing.

• LA: As a research fellow, I have always been asked, or volunteered, to teach. The
practicalities of planning in advance, making lists, and being ruthless about
carving out research time, are integral. The small practical things can make the
biggest differences.

• AT: Knowing how to manage email and not to get drawn into distractions, unless
crucial, is important. Bernstein once said that “the recipe for success is a plan
and not quite enough time to complete it”—there’s an element of truth to this…
regular targets with regard to research, and particularly conference papers, is
invaluable…

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Work vs Research

How do we balance research 
with the responsibilities of an 

academic position?

• AT: In terms of a 60/40 balance, this is largely not the case in practice. It is more
likely that positions entail 1/3 research, 1/3 teaching, and 1/3 admin. Queen’s
University Belfast had a time allocation system, whereby you could closely
monitor what work activities you were undertaking. During the teaching
semesters, Autumn and Spring, the balance was typically 80/20 in favour of
teaching; this tends to be the opposite in the summer and so generally levels
out.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Skills Development

What are the core skills that 
postgraduates are learning that 

will benefit them in future 
employment?

• LA: It’s important to frame your research thesis as a product of project

management. This is four years of work which can be shown as a transferable

skill both inside and outside academia. To show you can deliver a project that

has been worked on over several years, often in isolation, is a substantial skill.

• HL: At DkiT, the graduate students have training available in transferable skills.

While these may seem boring, they’re important to engage with. The thesis has

to remain the focus, but workshops based on things like presentation skills,

software, communication, etc., can help show the breadth of your knowledge;

for example, being able to use software like Sibelius shows that you can work

with something else. You need a balance between your pursuits of skills and a

solid contribution from your work. Conferences like this are so helpful—during

my own PhD, I got to know a lot of colleagues who were experiencing similar

things. Allocating some of your time to engagement with others helps to

highlight the different ways you’re developing different skills. There is a need to

manage your time well also—people have often talked about ‘PhD burnout’ and

it doesn’t have to happen. I found it very helpful to treat it as a 9–5 job and know

that it doesn’t have to be chaos all the time.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Skills Development

Balancing pressures

• BW: Those researchers that I admire are the ones that know how to balance
their time as a 9–5, and this is something I’ve tried to adopt. The joy of being
passionate about research, is your ability to always find new avenues; there’s
always something new to work on. What I found very helpful early on was the
knowledge that this piece of work is focused on a solid research question, and
despite the various avenues one could venture down, some things should be
kept for future work. As I’ve often been told, “keep it for the book!” To my mind,
a good PhD is a completed PhD—as long as there is a clear research framework
established and argued in the thesis, it removes some of the pressure.

• LA: While I received funding from the AHRC, the lack of a maintenance grant was
actually something that helped me in the help. Working as a editorial assistant
allowed me to switch off from the PhD days, I was able to see and interact with
different people, whereas PhD work was often so isolated. Being able to upskill
things like admin and organisation was a very positive thing for me, while also
balancing the stresses of work. I have continued that work and am currently an
administrator for 20th-Century Music Journal. It’s important for people to know
that there are practicalities to be considered when funding your work.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Continuing in Academia

Beyond the PhD

• AT: The postdoctorate route really is the preferred one at the moment. The postdoc is
almost seen as the badge of honour, and luckily, there has been something of an

explosion in postdocs since the start of the century. There is much more emphasis
now on bringing in large amounts of funding to work as part of a project team: this

would usually involve a principal investigator, perhaps with a co-investigator, possibly

a postdoc research fellow, and possibly a postdoc research assistant. These various
roles are now often built into the projects people are doing and it seems somewhat

less fashionable for the lone-scholar funded project to happen at the moment.
Inevitably, employers are likely to look favourably on those applicants who have

secured one or several postdoc research positions, over someone who hasn’t. That
said, the teaching element is equally important as well; particularly, in a smaller

department. Taking NUI Galway as an example, we’re aiming to establish at least four

full-time equivalent positions when the degree is in full effect. In reality, this is a
relatively small number of people for a subject as broad as music, which means that

these people will have to be able to do a lot of different things. During my time as a
postgraduate, and as a teaching fellow at Leeds, I tried to broaden my teaching

experience. While I had taught a wide variety of music history topics, I hadn’t yet
taught music analysis or harmony. I made sure to use that year to address those

areas, so that, in conjunction with a good research track record, I was able to say that
I could comfortably teach across these different subjects.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Continuing in Academia

Beyond the PhD

• ML: Ultimately, academia is about communication; albeit an internal
communication during postgraduate research. The process of turning your
research into something that can be successfully put on a page, requires a huge
number of skills that are consistently being developed. During teaching, one
becomes very conscious of both the content and the framework you are
providing to students. The aim is to offer students the mental tools to undertake
their own studies. There is often an attempt to separate all of these different
skills, but they do all feed into one and other. It’s important to embrace any
opportunities that come your way, and to understand that they are a part of your
entire development. Things like having the chance to stand in front of a group of
people to share your research, or explaining ideas and issues, is absolutely to be
embraced. I would encourage anyone to be curious, inquisitive, and creative
about your own research, and moreover, in terms of broader life practice. The
important thing is to understand what you stand for and what your values are—
our ability as communicators takes a central role in that.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Self Promotion

How much should we be aiming 
to self promote?

• HL: It’s important to remember that there’s a difference between promoting
yourself and promoting your work. Self promotion for the sake of it, is not
necessarily a useful trajectory. Building a network is, of course, an enjoyable part
of conferences and events because these are people who are doing similar work
or will be able to resonate with what you’re experiencing. The idea of
networking is a long process, there are people you can call on for advice and
support and they are often people you’ve connected with at conferences. Don’t
feel the need to try and meet the seasoned academic there because you think
you have to shake their hand, it often won’t have the impact you think it will.

• BW: There does seem to be a culture in certain circles, particularly with very
large international conferences, that the goal is to meet as many people as
possible and be able to name check who you’ve seen. I’ve certainly felt more
value in meeting fellow students and being able to have a meaningful
interaction, rather than a passing greeting.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Self Promotion

How much should we be aiming 
to self promote?

• AT: I would endorse these ideas, but also highlight that there’s a more pragmatic
reason behind why that kind of networking doesn’t work: it’s important to
remember that often the ‘big fish’ are a result of current fashions and those are
subject to change. There is more value in maintaining connections to those who
are interested in what you do. In my own experience, there were a variety of
people who were finishing similar doctoral work around the same time, and
because of this, we were fortunate to meet at the first conference devoted to
such things. That has created a great link of writers, researchers, and editors,
etc..

In terms of large conferences, I recall that AMS had a mentor scheme, where you
were partnered with a senior scholar who essentially kept an eye on you and
introduced you to other delegates. This afforded you the chance to meet people
you might not otherwise have had the opportunity to meet.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Digital Footprint

How should we be interacting 
with social media?

• LA: I don’t actively use social media, but do have an online presence on my
department website. The only thing to consider with this is that it can feel like
it’s written in ink. Be sure that what you put on is something that you would be
happy to see in a few year’s time. The people that effectively use social media
are those who tend to use it selectively.

• BW: I have certainly been encouraged to maintain an online profile, but
discovered that its use as a record is risky—that site will be deleted upon
graduation. It’s important to highlight that if you’re someone who likes to
maintain a list of activities and publications, which are of course important for
building a CV, it’s probably a good idea to have a backup of that somewhere.

• ML: I think, if you have the time, a personal blog can work quite well. This could
become quite an absorbent thing in and of itself, but it can have real professional
uses, so it can easily be time well spent. The less time-consuming thing is to find
a connection to something that already exists. It’s important to be fairly
circumspect about what you broadcast on social media, even while it’s very
helpful to have access to these channels. There’s certainly no harm in trying
different tools out, but there is a need to balance their use to both avoid
problems and wasting time.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Digital Footprint

How should we be interacting 
with social media?

• AT: The questions around certain academic websites is very tricky at the moment. You
have to ask, if you’re using these websites, then what are their functions? Putting

material on them has certain implications, given that if it’s going to published there
are going to be questions about who has had access to it. One of the real challenges

for our time, and not just for academia, is how to manage something like the

internet—given the intrinsically uncontrollable nature of it. If you’re going to blog, it’s
important to make sure what you’re putting in is something of substance. A number

of people blog rather successfully, such as Linda Shaver-Gleason, whose blog “Not
Another Music History Cliché” is well worth looking at. What she often picks up on, is

something about music in the press; her blog then works to deconstruct it and
provide a valuable commentary on it.

Another potentially useful online feature to raise is Jim Carroll’s public forum RTÉ
Brainstorm. Should you have a topic of particular interest to the wider public that you

would like to write about, you can submit this to Brainstorm for publication. It’s
important that the writing is both interesting to the general public and it has to

written in an accessible, non-specialist way. This sort of thing, now that there are
measurements of engagement beyond the academy, is something potentially

important for your CV—and it’s worth doing anyway, the idea of broader
communication and the ‘public scholar’ is an important thing, all the more so today.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Postdoctoral Fellowships

Are most Irish fellowships IRC-
funded?

If so, is the stipend a tax-free 
one?

How does this impact
pensions/benefits?

• LA: The Irish Research Council have a number of schemes in place. I’m on a fairly
traditional postdoctoral programme, in that, I pitched a research project which
was then funded. After you have secured your funding, you’re essentially set up
like a regular staff member at your host institution, and like any other staff
member, you have the same job benefits (like pensions or PRSI contributions)
that the institution offers. You have a set salary of around €31,000, and so, this is
very much treated like a full-time job. You are able to take on additional work,
but there are strict limits in place when doing this, so it’s important to inform
them of what you intend to do; for example, if you wanted to do additional
teaching work elsewhere, you can do so, as long as you can justify that it won’t
affect your research activities.

• AT: It’s helpful to also be aware of European postdoctoral opportunities, which
likely have the same benefits as some of the Irish ones, as they are essentially
also treated as a job.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Post-PhD Alternatives

What other routes have you seen 
people take outside of the 

academic route?

• HL: I have a number of colleagues on the ICTM-IE committee who have gone on

to do professional research. Things like national and international research

bodies can be particularly useful for things like ethnomusicology, because you’re

possibly dealing with current social issues; likewise for music education. There is

a range of work the PhD graduates have gone into, which is arguably a more

viable field than going on to very academic positions—the rate of turnover here

is very slow and surely in the UK, also. Remember to be aware of the skills you

have acquired and the value of the work you have done, this can add so much to

a number of different paths.

http://www.musicologyireland.com/
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Useful Links

Society for Musicology in Ireland

ICTM Ireland

Dundalk Institute of Technology

Irish Research Council

Linda Shaver-Gleason’s Blog

RTÉ Brainstorm
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http://www.ictm.ie/
https://www.dkit.ie/
http://research.ie/
https://notanothermusichistorycliche.blogspot.com/
https://www.rte.ie/eile/brainstorm/
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